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Asian Rebalancing and the rising of 

Asian nationalism

 Asian Rebalancing Strategy of USA

 The “Pushback” to China

 A negative byproduct: nationalism



Pivot to Asia, Pivot to Nationalism

 USA strengthens its bilateral relationship with key allies in 

Asian Pacific area

 USA develops relations with some “mid” states, like Vietnam 

and Myanmar

 USA encourages the cooperation s among it allies and 

between allies and “mid” states 



Last several years witnessed the quick 

rising of nationalism in Asia

 The check and containment of U.S. on China’s rising makes 

some opportunistic countries bolder to Challenge China in 

the disputes

 The rapid developments of China in economy and more 

assertive activities on the disputes, especially with other 

countries such as Japan and Vietnam in Maritime disputes 

suffer a backlash.

 The surge of nationalism protests in Japan, Vietnam, 

Philippine and even China



The negative effects on geopolitical 

stabilities in South East Asia

 The trusting base is eroding.

 Nationalism is destroying the vigorous economic cooperation 

in South East Asia

 Nationalism is sharpening the other disputes in South East 

Asia, such as the marine territorial disputes, historical 

disputes and economic disputes

 Nationalism is dangerous flashpoint of violent conflicts



Conclusion: For a Stable and 

Prosperous South East Asia

 USA should be a responsible actor in South East Asia and 

rescale its Asia Rebalancing Strategy

 For China, “Amity, Sincerity, Mutual benefit and 

Inclusiveness” should be the principle for neighborhood 

diplomacy, sharing the well-being of China’s development 

with South East Asian countries, supplying more common 

goods 

 Some South East Asian countries should constrain its 

nationalism pulse with a strategic eye, focusing on the 

economic and social development cooperation  


